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ABSTRACT 
We consider algebras of entire functions of (generalized) finite order. An auxiliary theorem enables 
us to transform theorems on algebras of functions of finite order and finite type to theorems on our 
algebras. Three examples of this are given, in interpolation theory and ideal theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let 0 be an open subset of C”, let p(z) be a nonnegative, plurisubharmonic 
function defined on 0. We denote by F&(O) the algebra (with usual addition 
and multiplication) of all analytic functionsf in 0 such that there exist some 
constants ci and c2 (which may depend onf) with: 
If(z)1 5 ~1 ew(c2p(z)), vz E 0. 
These algebras were introduced by Hiirmander ([8]). It is customary to assume 
(and we will do so in the rest of the paper) p is such that: 
1. AP( 0) contains the polynomials. 
2. There exist constants K1, Kz, KS, K4 such that 
V z E R : Iz - Cl i exp(-Klp(z) - K2) * < E 0, p(C) L K3p(z) + K4. 
Under these conditions, 0 is automatically pseudoconvex. The algebras AP(0) 
have been studied extensively, see e.g. [2]. Without loss of generality (since 
444 = Ap+z(Q)) we will also assume that p(z) 2 2. Instead of Ap(C) we will 
write A*. 
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Classically, one considers functions satisfying (slightly) different growth 
conditions, namely the functions of finite order. See e.g. [lo]. For a fumtionf 
defined on C”, not necessarily holomorphic, we define 
A functionf defined on C, not necessarily holomorphic, is said to have (finite) 
order p E [0, m) if 
i& 1% 1% M(f7 4 = p 
T’rn logr ’ 
The (&type 7 of a function of order p is defined as 
- log M(f, r) 7 := lim 
r-00 rp 
(0 5 r 5 00). A function with type T < oe is said to be of finite type, a function 
with type r = co is said to be of infinite type. 
In this paper we study some properties of the algebras B,,, consisting of all 
analytic functions in @ of order 5 p: 
BP := {f E H(C) ) rlLmm 7 log log M(f, I) < P] 
logr - ’ 
In the rest of the paper we assume that p only depends on r = ((z]]. Inspired by 
the relation between AI~,P and BP, we introduce other algebras, RP (functions of 
infinite type with respect top), that are related to the algebras AP (functions of 
finite type with respect op) in a similar fashion: 
RP := {f E H(C) I rl;m, -7-- log logM(f,r) < 1) 
log&) - ’ 
We will prove the following auxiliary theorem: 
Theorem 1. Given afunction h (not necessarily holomorphic) with theproperty 
lim logWh,r) < 1 
r-+ 00 logp(r) - ’ 
there is a subharmonic majorant q(r) of Jh(z)), which depends only on r = 11~11, and
can be written as q(r) = p(r)P(‘), with 
Ep(r) = rlimm p(r) = 1. 
This function p(r) can be chosen such that p(r) is decreasing. 
Proposition 1. Suppose p is a nonnegative plurisubharmonic function on C” de- 
pending only on r = ~~z~~, suchthat: 
1. Allpolynomials belong to Ap(Cn). 
2. There exist constants K1, K2, K3, K4 such that 
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v 2, 5 E C” : IZ - Cl 5 exp(-Kp(z) - K2) *P(C) 5 KV(z) + K4e 
Then the plurisubharmonic majorant q, constructed above, has similar properties: 
1. Allpolynomials belong to AJ@*). 
2. There exist constants LI, Lz, L3, Lq such that 
v z, < E @” : IZ - <I 5 exp(-Llq(z) - L2) * 4(C) I L3q(z) + L4* 
Combining the theorem and the proposition above, we see that iff E Rp, there 
is a q such thatf E A, c R*. Therefore some theorems on A, hold for the alge- 
bras Rp as well. We will give three examples, starting with one from interpola- 
tion theory. Then, given fi, . . . , fk E R,, a necessary and sufficient condition is 
derived whether they generate the whole algebra or not. We conclude by show- 
ing that one can solve the Gleason problem for both A,,(O) and R,,. 
2. AN AUXILIARY THEOREM 
Now we will prove theorem 1 (stated above). 
Proof. Actually, we will construct a majorant of M(h,r) with the desired 
properties. We will use the following basic properties of subharmonic and 
convex functions, which can be looked up in, e.g., [7]: 
I. A subharmonic function, depending only on r = IzI, is convex with re- 
spect to log r. 
II. A convex function is differentiable outside a countable set. 
III. The maximum of two subharmonic functions is subharmonic. 
Let 
just as in [ll]. 
It is easy to see that r$(r) is a well-defined function, and that it is decreasing. If 
there exists some R such that 4(r) 5 1,Vr 2 R, we will take 
q(r) =p(r)P(‘) = m&p(r), ?<a; Wh, t)), 
and we are done. If 4(r) > l,Vr, we will show that there exist a strictly in- 
creasing sequence of real numbers r,,, tending to infinity, and constants c,, E R, 
such that the function 
p(r) PO9 = 1 p(r)w 9 r E [rZn, r2n + I] P(rZn + 11 qggn + cnlw * 3 ( > r E [r2n+1,r2n+21. 
has the desired properties. It suffices to indicate how the constants cl, ro, rl, r2 
and rs can be chosen; the other constants can be determined similarly. 
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Determination of the constants 
Take rs = 0. We have that 
hence there exists some R such that V’r 2 R, M(h, r) 5 p(r)(‘(‘) ’ 2)‘3. We take 
ri 2 R + 1 such that p(r) is differentiable at r = ri (this is possible, because of 
I and II). 
Let 
then the derivative of p(r) Ar) with respect to log r exists at r = ri . 
We define a function I on C as follows: l(r) := p(ri)9(o) + cl log( $). For r 
large, there exist constants K and L such that I(r) < Klogr < Q(r) < 
p(r)(@(‘) + 2)‘3 (remember that p 2 2). Let r;, be the largest number with l(r2) = 
p(r2)($(o) + w3 
There exists an S > r2 + 1 such that ‘ds 2 S, 4(s) 5 ($(O) + 4)/5. Choose 
r3 > S such that p(r) is differentiable at r = r3. 
The function p(r) is decreasing 
p(r) is constant 4(O) on [0, rl]. For X E [(4(O) + 2)/3, $(O)), let p be the smallest 
number in (rl, r2] with l(p) = p(,n)‘. Then the function p(r)’ - l(r) is positive 
for small r, negative at r = rl and zero at r = p. Combining this with I, we see 
that p(r)X - l(r) > 0 for r > 1-1. Since p(r) per) = I(r) on [ri, r2], this shows that 
p(r) is decreasing on [ri, r-21. 
The function p(r)P(‘) is subharmonic 
Our function is subharmonic on [0, rs), with the possible exception of the points 
rl and F-2. It is subharmonic at r1 , since the logarithmic derivative of p(r)P(‘) is 
increasing at r = ri. Previously, we saw that p(r)p@) = max (l(r),p(r)(‘(0)+2)‘3) 
for r 2 rl. Using III, this yields thatp(r)P(‘) is subharmonic at r = r2 too. 
The functionp(r)p(‘) is a majorant of M(h, r) on [0, r3] by construction. 0 
Proposition 2. Suppose p is a nonnegative plurisubharmonic function on @” de- 
pending only on r = 11~11, such that: 
1. Allpolynomials belong to Ar(C*). 
2. There exist constants K1, Kz, K3, Kq such that 
V z, C E C” : Iz - Cl I exp(-Klp(z) - K2) *p(C) i K&j + K4. 
Then theplurisubharmonic majorant q, constructed in the proof of theorem I, has 
similar properties: 
1. Allpolynomials belong to A4(Cn). 
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2. There exist constants L1, Lz, L3, Lq such that 
v Z, C E @” : Iz - <I 5 exp(-Llq(z) - L2) * 4(C) I Ldz) + L4. 
Proof. A, contains all polynomials, since these are contained in AP C A,. We 
know there are constants KI, Kz, K3, K4 with: 
V Z, < E C” : Iz - <I I exp(-Kip(z) - K2) *p(C) I K3p(z) + K4. 
Let z, C E C”. Suppose Iz - <I I exp(-Kiq(z) - K2). 
If I4 2 ICI then 40 I 4 z , since q is subharmonic, defined everywhere on @, > 
depending only on r = IzI and therefore increasing. So suppose ICI 2 Iz(. Say 
q(z) =P1+a(z)P q(C) =P’+b(S) f or certain constants a, b. Then a L b, since p(r) 
is decreasing. We also have thatp(z) L 2, therefore q(z) = pi L p(z), which 
yields that Iz - <I I exp(-Klq(z) - K2) I exp(-Kip(z) - K2), and therefore 
p(C) 5 K3p(z) + K4. 
Hence q(C) =P’+~([) L p”“(C) 5 (K3p(z) + K4)1+a I WJ(~)‘+~ = Mq(z). 
This constant M can be chosen indepently of a, b, z and C (using a compactness 
argument). 
3. AN APPLICATION IN INTERPOLATION THEORY 
In [2], [3] and [4], interpolation theory on the algebras A, is studied. It is now 
possible to extend some theorems to RP. We will limit ourselves to one example. 
Some definitions 
A multiplicity variety V consists of a collection of pairs (zk, mk), where the Zk 
are distinct points of @ with lZk[ + cc, and mk are positive integers, called the 
multiplicities of the points Zk. A typical example is V = V(f), the zeros of an 
entire functionf with the multiplicities of these zeros. 
We say that a multiplicity variety V is an interpolating variety for A, if for every 
sequence ak,j satisfying 
lak,jI 1. A exP(&(%)), 0 <i < mk, k= 1,2,... 
for some constants A, B > 0 (that may depend on the sequence ak,j), there is a 
function g E A, such that 
8) (zk ) - = ak,j, j! o<j<mk, k=1,2 ,.... 
Theorem 2. (A consequence of theorem 4 in [3].) 
Letf E AP, I/ = V(f) = ( i?k, mk)k. Iffor some constants A, B > 0 
f (““) (zk) I I 
-1 
mk! F A exP(Bp(zk)), V,k 
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then V is an interpolation variety. 
Translating this theorem to one concerning the algebras R,, it becomes 
Theorem 3. Letf E Rp, V = V(f) = (zk, WZ~)~. Zf 
~ log log(*)-’ < 1 - 
k-+cc bP(4 - 
then for every sequence ak>j satisfying 
lim log logmaxj lak,jI < l 
k-m l”gdzk) - 
there is a function g E Rp such that 
g(j) (zk > ~ = ak,j, j! O<j<mk, k=1,2 ,.... 
Proof. Suppose f E Rp is given such that 
lun log log(@$J-’ < 1 
- 
k-too logp(zk) - ’ 
Let ak,j such that 
G log log maXi bk,iI < 1. 
k+cc logf'(zk) - 
Then, according to theorem 1 and proposition 1, there is a q such that f E A,, 
lak,jI I AexP(B9(zk))7 0 I j < mkr k= 1,2,... 
for some constants A, B > 0. Applying theorem 2 yields a g E A, C Rp such 
that 
g(j) (zk) ~ = ak,j, j! O<j<mk, k=1,2 ,.... q 
Remark. This extends a result of Lapin ([9]), who proved this for the case 
P(Z) = IzIP. 
4. GENERATING THE ALGEBRA. 
Let p(z) a nonnegative, plurisubharmonic function defined on C”, depending 
only on r = 11~11. Again, we will state the corresponding theorem for the alge- 
bras Ap(f2) first. It is due to Hijrmander ([8]). 
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Theorem 4. Supposep is such that: 
1. Allpolynomials belong to AP( 0). 
2. There exist constants K1, Kz, K3, K4 such that 
V z E 0 : Iz - Cl I exp(-Klp(z) - K2) * 5 E f4 p(C) I K~P(z) + K4. 
Letfi, . . . , fk E Ap(fI). Then 
(fi,. . . ,.h) = Ap(f4 -s (c K(z)I)-‘S Aev(&(z)), Vz E fi 
for some positive constants A, B. 
In our setting, this becomes: 
Theorem 5. Suppose p is such that: 
1. Allpolynomials belong to AJC”). 
2. There exist constants KI, Kz, K3, K4 such that 
V Z,<E C": jz-Cf I exp(-Klp(z)-K2)* p(C) 5 KJP(Z) +& 
Letfi, . . ., fk E Rp. Then 
Note that ~(1~1) (z E C) subharmonic + p( 11~11) (z E C”) plurisubharmonic. 
Hence theorems in C give similar theorems in C”. Therefore it suffices to con- 
sider the one-dimensional case. Since the function h(x) := x1 +6 is convex for all 
positive 6, h op(z) = p(z)lf6 is subharmonic. 
Proof. +. This is the easiest part. We use a well known argument: 
ifft , . . . , fk generate Rp, we can find gl, . . . , gk E Rp with 
CJ(Z)gi(Z) E 1, VZ E @. 
Hence we have 
that is, 
(C If;(z)l)p15 C Igi(Z 
and since 
f& 1% 1ogWC I&L~) < 1 
r+cx? logp(r) - ’ 
the same holds for (C IJ;l)-‘. 
-+. Suppose 
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lim 1% h3MUC wP9 < 1 
r+cc lOk?PW - . 
Let log+h(z) denote, as usual, max(log Ih(z 0). By theorem 1, there exists a 
subharmonic majorant q(z) = p(r)P(‘) of 
depending only on r = IzI, with 
- logq(4 < 1 r% logp(r) - . 
Thenf;: E A, and (C If;:(z)I)-’ I expq(z). 
Proposition 1 tells us that q(z) indeed satisfies the conditions in the theorem 
of Hiirmander, hence (ft, . . .,f,i)A, = A,. It is obvious that A, c RP, therefore 
(fl>. . . ,f&, = Rp. 0 
Corollary 1. Let p be a positive constant, letfi, . . . , fk E BP. Then 
(fi7. - 1% bM(C WJ) < 1 . . ,fk) = BP @ r’;mm 1ogrP - . 
(In other words: ifand only if(C V;:(z)/)-’ is a function of order 5 p.) 
For BP = RI+ 
Corollary 2. The same holds for p = 0. 
The algebra BO isn’t a RP, but the proof given for rings RP works also for Bo. 
Remark. If we look at the proof of theorem 5, we see it can easily be adapted to 
the case R = B(0, l), instead of n = C”. 
5. THE GLEASON PROBLEM 
Let 0 be a domain in C”, let L(0) be an algebra of functions on Q, e.g. Lm (a), 
or C(n), and define L ~0,~) (0 to be the set of (0, q)-forms on Q with coefficients 
in c(Q). Let R(R) := H(f2) n L(O) , and let p = (PI,. . . ,p,,) E L?. Recall the 
Gleason problem, ([6]): is the maximal ideal in R(0) consisting of functions 
vanishing at p generated by the coordinate functions (zi -PI), . . . , (z,, -p*)? 
One says that a’domain R has the Gleason R-property if this is the case for all 
points p E 0. A survey of the Gleason problem can be found in [ 11. 
In [5], Fallstrom proved the following proposition, which also holds for 
R=C”: 
Proposition 3. Let fl be a bounded domain in @” with the property that for every 
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d-closedform X E C (0,q)(f2)(q 5 n) there exists a (0,q - l)+rm u E ,C(o+_ l,(0) 
such that -& = X Then f2 has the Gleason R-property. 
Theorem 6. Zf R is a bounded domain in C”, it has the Gleason A,-property. C” 
has both the Gleason A,-property and the Gleason R,-property. 
Proof. Let 52 be a bounded domain in @“, or the whole space Q=“. For every a- 
closed form X, with coefficients not growing faster than A exp BP(Z), we can find 
a form u, such that % = X, where the coefficients of u do not grow faster than 
CexpDp(z). This follows from lemma 4 in [8] . So R has the Gleason Ap(f2)- 
property. 
Forf E RP, there is a q such thatf E A, 2 R,,. Hence @” has the Gleason RP- 
property. q 
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